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High School Apps

App Name/Cost

Device

Description

Eggy Words
$2.99

iPhone
iPod touch
iPad

App covers the first 250 sight words. Presented in a fun game to help learners
recognise and learn them.

Kids Crosswords
$1.99

iPhone
iPod touch
iPad

Teaches fundamental reading concepts; how letters correspond to sounds and how
letter sounds form words. Words completed are pronounced and spelled out.

Proloquo2Go
$199.00

iPad
iPhone

Augmentative and alternative communication solution for people who have
difficulty speaking, using natural sounding text to speech voices. Can also be used to
set up schedules, task sheets and routines using the picture card system.

Articulation Station Pro
$51.99

iPad

Created by a speech language pathologist, this app is designed to help children and
adults learn to speak and pronounce sounds more clearly. Flashcard activity,
matching activity, rotating sentences, unique sentences, level 1 and 2 stories, data
tracking and feedback.

Reading skills
$2.99

iPad

A series of apps that give a page of information to read and then ask questions to
test comprehension. The apps can use science info, geography info, as well as
general information.

Time Reading
$1.99

iPad

App times how long it takes to read a few pages of an included story or text. The
time can be saved to show how the student improves their fluency.

Special Stories
$14.99

iPhone
iPod touch (2-4
gen)
iPad

Easy to use app that allows user to create stories using text, picture and sound. It
has a simple and uncluttered interface.

Reading

Creative writing
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iDiary
Free (lite version)
$1.99

iPad

Journaling app for children. Write entries, upload photos, draw and add stickers.

My Day With WH Words
$2.99

iPhone
iPod
iPad

App includes a social story about talking about one’s day and a visual support for
‘wh’ questions – who, what, where, when and why. The visual support is used in
helping develop question comprehension and conversation skills.

Creative Book Builder
$4.49

iPad

App that allows users to make a book with text and photos.

Pictello
$19.99

iPad
iPhone

App that allows the user to make a photo book with text and speech. Comes with
example stories.

iMovie
$5.49

iPhone4/4S
iPod 4th gen
iPad2 wifi+3G
iPad 3 wifi+4G

App designed with the tools required to make and edit your own movie – choose
theme, complete credits then begin filming. The app’s storyboard will guide the user
with what type and how long the shots need to be. It’s a BIG app at 403MB.

Rocket Math
$0.99

iPad

Entertaining alternative to math flashcards. Graduating math problems from simple
addition to complex tasks to manoeuvre a space craft. Realistic graphics and sounds.

Math Ninja HD
$1.99

iPhone
iPod
iPad

Use your math skills to defend your tree house against a hungry tomato and its
robotic army. Math options are customizable.

Math Evolve: A Fun Math Game
Free (lite version)
$1.99

iPhone
iPod
iPad

Engaging math adventure across 3 environments – microscopic, ocean and space
allowing the user to practice math facts, number sense and mental math skills.
Content can be customised for all age levels.

Beat the Computer
$1.99

iPhone
iPod
iPad

Practice and reinforce multiplication facts (0-10)

Maths
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Top It
$1.99

iPhone
iPod
iPad

Practice and reinforce basic addition facts (0-10) and number comparisons.

Tell Time
$1.99

iPad

Learning to tell time through different games.

Visual Schedule Planner
$15.99

iPad

A visual schedule app that allows you to map out the day, week, or month with
activities and times as well as attach schedules for routines. It comes with a library
of pictures and is a good way of allowing students to gain independence in the
working of their day.

Money HD
$1.99

iPad

Covers basic vocabulary related to handling money, with accompanying videos.

Jungle coins
$2.99

iPad

Work with Australian coins to identify them, add the value of the coins and work out
the change required from a purchase.

Life skills
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